P&A’s Quarterly Letter

Quarter 1- March 31, 2021

Dear Friends and Clients,
Today’s markets…
The popular averages have given up almost 5.0% year to date:
Year-to-date

Trail 12 mo's

Dow Jones Industrials

-3.43%

7.30%

MSCI All-Country World Index

-4.40%

7.14%

P&A Blended Index

-4.18%

7.19%

S&P 500 Index

-3.50%

15.61%

NASDAQ Composite

-6.95%

8.52%

Average

-4.49%

9.15%

*As of 4/4/2022

True to inconvenient form, Wall Street and the US Bureau of Labor Statistics fails to provide us with a variety of like timeframe (apples to apples)
comparisons. Although, it would be nice to have a year-to-date CPI comparison to gauge the rate of change, we might be better off without them.
Inflation is without a doubt trending higher.
A typical stock market correction is steep at the outset, culminates in a “U” or “V” shaped bottom, then extends over several months as prices recover.
Most recoveries are absolute since the stocks supporting the indexes typically “make” money. If they don’t, they are systematically culled from the
index and replaced by more profitable enterprises. As markets evolve, corporate success changes. The pace of those changes doesn’t have to be earth
shaking. Subtle differences can produce significant results. Corrections that occur early in the year have great opportunities to recover without
interrupting generations of investors. Given a 9-to-10-month window, portfolio managers will be likely to address their losers and upgrade portfolios
within a calendar year. The year 2020 was an excellent example. The DJIA began the year at 28,634, made a 3/20/20 bottom of 19,173 and closed the
year at 30,606.

After-tax portfolios have the advantage of writing off losses against capital gains as well as earned income. Before-tax portfolios don’t suffer from tax
issues and can be modified at will. A big plus for both is embraced by the fact that those investors (speculators) who want out of the market usually exit
within the first few months of a correction. Using today as an example, most that want out at the current time are probably out. This concept is
reflected by a slowdown in selling as we reach the bottom—wherever that is. If you try to trade this beast and get out at the bottom you will be
confronted with the age-old question, “When do I get back in?” If you get out halfway between the bottom and the top, things get sticky. All should be
careful with this temptation. Bottoms retrace themselves quickly and we often find that once “out” investors have a hard time getting back “in.”
Heaven forbid the aforementioned “U” or “V” turns out to be a “W.”
We feel the stocks we own are market tested tough. They are companies that can make money and have continued to be an asset for our clients. These
are positions we don’t like to discharge lightly. Instead, we loss trade the after-tax situations when it makes sense to, improve on companies that no
longer generate any love and rebalance positions that have become outsized. Most clients will notice that we have maintained our “really like” attitude
towards equities for the last nine months. This is not a trading call but does in fact reflect our observation that there is opportunity involved for P&A’s
management style. We always “Like” the market but realize that volatility is our friend and want to take advantage of it whenever we can. For us,
“Really Like and Love” are target rich environments. We quit dreaming about buying at the low and selling at the high a long time ago. Instead, we want
to be fully invested, take what the market gives us and generate tax advantages whenever possible.
I Write….
I worked for the First National Bank in 1970 and they didn’t communicate with investment customers using written word at all. Dean Witter wrote
letters to customers when they thought they could sell something. Out of frustration I started writing “white papers” to our Dean Witter customers to
educate them in the late 1970’s. Most of these people were institutional types but I sent the same epistles to anyone who walked slow past me or at
least feigned an interest in listening. I laid out how they could expect us to behave and how they should react in response. It became apparent very
quickly that an educated customer was a much more desirable customer. Most of them returned the favor and taught Dan and I something along the
way.
When P&A was born, I started to write in a more scheduled manner…always quarterly and less frequently when market conditions dictated. This
pattern became a book or story. Sometimes, I would receive feedback--some good, some bad. I knew if they took the time to comment I had some
readers. So long as I knew I had an audience, there was an obligation to fulfill. This made my behavior more consistent. We thought that was a good
thing. Dan, my partner of over 35 years, often reminded me that “most people don’t finish what they start.” So, writing and having a long-term partner
must help one finish.
In the late 80s, I met a friend of a friend, whom we’ll call FoF. He was an interesting cat and could in fact have been a mathematical savant. FoF could
multiply 6-digit numbers in his head quicker than you or I could do the same job with a calculator. He could extend the calendar forwards and
backwards in the blink of an eye. FoF entertained with parlor games developed around his own language but shrouded in English. He was also highly
social and could sell ice cubes to Eskimos.

During a weekend of golf and parties he told me he was writing a book about numbers and intended to enlist the help of his friends that could grasp the
issues. FoF asked me to select a “number” that made a difference in my life and write a one-page story about it. The number would be of significance to
me and lend itself to a story. He told me he had read some of my quarterly letters and was impressed…thought I would add value to his project. I was
mildly flattered that he would enlist my help. Unfortunately, he was also like standing next to a generator which always ran at fever pitch…I found
myself getting a little fatigued.
Somewhere along the way he must have asked me to knit my writing together with the one-liner “I Count.” Without getting him to admit it, I always felt
this was a spin-off on “Count von Count,” the Muppet character from Sesame Street. I had never written anything on request and always published my
work internally. There was a certain amount of closure to that and with it came the obligation to fulfill the behavior described in my letters. Before I
gave him an initial proof, he asked me if I could write about two numbers instead of one, so the whole thing got a little “weirder” as time went on. I was
now on the hook for two numbers and decided to write and deliver my work before he had me authoring a chapter and then the whole book.
FoF seemed to live in several locations, and I quit seeing much of him after my letters were delivered. That didn’t bother me much as the workload was
significantly greater than the satisfaction and FoF wasn’t delivering any results. I had plenty to do on a day-to-day basis and life without FoF wasn’t hard
to adjust to. All in all, I probably only knew or “hung out” with FoF for a month or two so this whole affair became out of sight and out of mind quickly.
About a year later, I asked the friend that introduced me to FoF if he had seen the guy…“not for a while, I think he left town.”
I Count…
Apparently FoF was not a finisher…one of those types that Dan was always referring to. I forgot about this whole affair shortly after it started and never
did have much sweat equity invested. A couple of weeks ago I was looking through my computer files for an internal P&A document and stumbled
across the two letters I wrote for FoF. They were filed using FoF’s real name--you’ve probably figured out he was not christened FoF--and I couldn’t
recall the whole story on the spot. However, within a day or two I connected the dots leading to my original friend in this story and he helped me piece
it together. FoF did leave town and had not been heard from in a couple of decades.
I read those letters again and liked their messages. They were authored in the late 80s or early 90s…so probably about 30 years ago. I am satisfied that
they were never published by FoF so I have no fear of plagiarizing my own work and would like to experience the closure that comes from showing my
thoughts to others, as has always been my pattern. The stories follow so read them in the context they have been offered, “do I count.”
Confronting the Concept of Being Half Done.
My Number = 39
People started telling me I was old when I turned 16, then 20, then 21 and of course the black balloons came out in full force for my 30th. Well,
getting old hasn’t been all that bad, when you think about it, it’s our primary job. You know, have fun…get rich…fall in love…and have a good life.
The whole thing is predicated on getting older.
So, none of this stuff bothered until I hit 39. During the year I was 39 I kept thinking about being 40. Two times 40 is 80 and 80 is about all one
can expect out of life…so, when I turned 40, I was going to be half-dead. Now, I don’t need a half-full, half-empty lecture and I’m hardly a fatalist.
Nonetheless, the whole thing ate at me a bit.

I was bothered by the fact that there were lots of things in my life I hadn’t done. Until that time I considered myself a bit of a workaholic (my wife
echoed that opinion). While in school I always worked more than one job. Having a lot of money was never a big deal for me, I always liked being
busy. The satisfaction of taking responsibility and doing a good job has always been my motivation.
The things left undone, were myriad: Alaska, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, scuba diving, elk hunting, golfing, pilot training, more education,
philanthropic contributions (time and money), family and a greater commitment to spirituality. There wasn’t room for all these things given my
existing workload. Something had to give, and I wasn’t willing to compromise my objectives.
Henry Ford taught his employees to break their large problems into small pieces and solve those issues one at a time. That approach has always
worked well for me. My angst over being 39 (soon to be 40) didn’t last much past 39 ½. I scheduled fishing trips, started flying, and began
working on an advanced degree.
Finding the time was easier than I thought. At the office, I researched and invested in technology that eased my workload. I hired a sales assistant
and created an incentive compensation plan for her. She was great…we had a ball doing business and increasing her role in my affairs. Learning
to delegate was hard for me, but very rewarding. I took time off and went on more trips with new friends. My investment business benefited
from those contacts.
Sometimes life is like a golf swing…it’s hard to slow down, but the rewards are accuracy and distance (makes the event easier don’t you know).
I’m not done yet. There are several issues here that one needs to focus on for a lifetime…philanthropy and spirituality come quickly to mind.
When I was 39, I became concerned that I didn’t count half as much as I wanted to in a lifetime, I’m less worried about that today. If I continue to
improve…when it’s all said and done, I’ll count.
James S. Pittenger Jr.
Requiem for a Sports Junkie
My Number = 83
On December 31st, 1983, the Nebraska Cornhuskers met the University of Miami Hurricanes in a football showdown that shaped reputations, delivered
joy, invited desperate acts, and left shallow souls in its wake.
The Huskers were led by the triplets: Turner Gill, Irving Fryar, and Mike Rozier. The Hurricanes had a sophomore quarterback in Bernie Kozar
and a soon to be All-Pro receiver in Michael Irvin. Few of the participants could fathom the twists of fate that would befall the key players in this
contest. Some of the players would distinguish themselves with the immature mistakes that follow the sudden wealth of professional athletics,
while others would rise above the chaos.
Howard Schnellenberger, the coach of the Canes, saw his stock rocket with his team’s triumph. Tom Osborne, on the other side of the field, took
the loss in its proper prospective. He was proud of his player’s effort and pleased with the season. Schnellenberger parlayed his notoriety into a
high dollar job in the World Football League. He failed to equal the success he had at Miami, returned to the college ranks, hired on at the
University of Oklahoma, and was eventually embarrassed twice by Osborne’s championship teams of the 1990s.
Without knowing it, I had bet all my emotional chips on that 1983 Husker team and things were not the same for quite a while after the loss. I did
something that many people do in today’s media oriented, win-at-all-costs world. Instead of accepting the success and happiness provided to me
from my wife, family, friends, and career, I had assigned my self-worth to a football team!
As luck would have it, I recognized the folly of my ways shortly thereafter. It was a situation only I could repair. I started working on small
victories; one game of tennis, one hole of golf, one hand of pitch and one new business account. My spirituality improved and my generosity took

a turn for the better. I passed things on, gave time to charities and found time for others. My life before that game was not a source of shame, but
I’m much happier now.
Today I can go to a sporting event and root for both sides…even when the Huskers are involved. A well-played loss is never desirable, but that’s
life. If it really was “simple” to win every time the sports reporters say you should, there would be little interest in playing the game. That victory
in Miami would have been nice, but it’s even nicer to look back on the last 17 years without being chemically dependent to a football team.
Before ’83, I didn’t like the way I counted. Today…I count.
Jim Pittenger
The World According to Dan & Pitt
This world is a pretty screwy place and the times we live in are a sterling example of that. We can understand the current bout of inflation we are going
through. There has been unbridled success for 15-20 years and the excesses of wealth accumulate in the form of supply chain interruptions, higher
energy prices and volatile commodity markets. We opened this letter with a look back on the trailing 12 months of CPI data which weighed in at 7.90%.
That seems pale when compared with the oil embargo 15% inflation rates we lived through in the 1970s. That being said, we will have to continue to
pay attention as events unfold.
The war in the Ukraine is equally if not more frightening. History tells us it is very difficult to defeat an opponent when they are protecting their wives,
children, and homeland. Being forced to fight by a megalomaniac does not create the same level of motivation. We are starting to pick up news reports
of the Russian invasion stalling due to the phenomena…hope they are accurate. My wife and I have been on the hunt for a charity that will assist
displaced families and children. We have found a few but repairing this part of Europe will be a herculean task.
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